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For many years the PanDA Workload Management System has been the basis for distributed 
production and analysis for the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Since the start of data taking 
PanDA  usage  has  ramped  up  steadily,  with  up  to  1M  completed  jobs/day  in  2013.  The 
associated monitoring data volume has been rising as well, to levels that present a new set of  
challenges  in  the  areas  of  database  scalability  and  monitoring  system  performance  and 
efficiency.  Outside of ATLAS, the PanDA system is also being used in projects like AMS, 
LSST and a few others. It is currently undergoing a significant redesign, both of the core server 
components  responsible  for  workload  management,  brokerage  and  data  access,  and  of  the 
monitoring part, which is critically important for efficient execution of the workflow in a way 
that’s transparent to the user and also provides an effective set of tools for operational support. 
The next generation of the PanDA Monitoring System is designed based on a proven, scalable, 
industry-standard Web Framework – Django. This allows us to achieve significant versatility 
and  possibilities  of  customization,  which  is  important  to  cover  the  needs  of  the  growing 
community of PanDA users in a variety of science and technology areas. We describe the design 
principles  of  the  core  Web  application,  the  UI  layout  of  the  presentation  layer,  and  the 
challenges  that  must  be  met  in  order  to  continue  the  necessary  support  of  the  ATLAS 
experiment while expanding the scope of applications handled by PanDA. 
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1. Introduction

The PanDA (Production  and Distributed  Analysis)  Workload Management  System [1] 
plays a key role in the infrastructure of the ATLAS [2] distributed computing [3].  ATLAS 
PanDA processes  Monte  Carlo  simulations  and  data  reprocessing  jobs,  as  well  as  physics 
analysis  carried out  by physics  groups or individual  physicists.  As of  March 2014 ATLAS 
PanDA manages up to 1.5 M jobs per day with 1400 distinct users submitting their analysis jobs 
through PanDA. PanDA has performed very well during ATLAS data taking period in the LHC 
Run I [4]. During the ongoing LHC Long Shutdown I period various parts of PanDA are being 
enhanced in order to ensure smooth operation during future data taking periods, and to address  
needs  of   users  in  a  variety  of  science  fields  of  the  growing  community  of  the  PanDA 
ecosystem. Design enhancements of the PanDA Monitoring are described in this paper.

2. The current ATLAS PanDA monitoring

The current ATLAS PanDA monitoring has evolved over many years. It provides a real-
time and short-term-history monitoring tool for PanDA system. 

The  primary  goals  of  PanDA monitoring  are  the  rapid  identification  of  failures,  and 
monitoring of progress of a distributed physics analysis from the submission of the set of jobs to 
finalization of the latest running job. Ease in spotting failures allows users to focus on the most  
serious failures first, collect as much information as possible, and raise the issue with an expert 
or a responsible person, so that the issue can be resolved. 

The  PanDA monitor  provides  very  useful  summary  views  with  emphasis  to  roles:  a 
physicist, who runs distributed analysis jobs on the ATLAS distributed computing resources; 
production  manager,  who  manages  large-scale  Monte  Carlo  simulation  or  data  processing 
campaign on behalf  of  a physics group or the whole experiment;  site administrator,  who is 
monitoring performance of the experiment running jobs on their  site;  distributed computing 
operations personnel,  who is monitoring health of the overall  ATLAS distributed computing 
resources and chasing failures in a timely manner. 

Members of each of the role groups can drill down from the distilled summary information 
through information about  sets  of  jobs,  to very detailed description of a single PanDA job,  
access log files of that job, or navigate to other ATLAS monitoring tools to follow up various 
other aspects of distributed computing and monitor all other parts of the distributed computing 
infrastructure. 

3. The next generation of ATLAS PanDA monitoring

The next generation of PanDA monitoring is  developed as a part  of  the project  “Next  
Generation Workload Management and Analysis System for BigData”. The project gives us the 
opportunity to factorize and generalize PanDA monitoring. The aim of the effort is to design 
generic components and APIs of a monitoring service,  which can be customized to  address 
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needs of the various experiments of the PanDA ecosystem. The generic components and APIs of 
the  next  generation  of  PanDA monitoring,  the  BigPanDA monitoring  (BigPanDAmon),  are 
described in the following sub-sections.  

3.1 BigPanDA monitoring at a glance

BigPanDAmon is a modular monitoring package that clearly separates data access layer 
and visualization of the data. The monitoring is built around common key objects of the PanDA 
system,  such as  PanDA job or  PanDA resource.  For  each of  the  objects  a  set  of  views  is  
available. The view visualizes data in form of tables, plots, and lists. Data access layer provides 
pre-filtered information describing a set of objects,  tailored to the corresponding view. Data  
access layer benefits from a group of  REST API resources. 

3.1.1 BigPanDA monitoring backend

BigPanDAmon is  a  web application  built  in  the  Django Web Framework  [5].  On the 
backend it uses Django Web Framework, and several Django plugin libraries, such as Django  
REST framework [6], and Django DataTables view [7]. 

The monitoring application data is stored in a relational database. The two main database  
backends supported in BigPanDAmon core are MySQL and Oracle. As Django Web Framework 
supports even more DB backends (SQLite, PostgreSQL in addition to MySQL and Oracle), the 
choice of DB backend rests with the community of the experiment/project,  which can fully 
leverage available resources in a flexible way. 

Basic object selection is  done with Django Querysets.  In special case of the model  of 
PanDA job the Queryset has been replaced by its generalization, Querychain. DB queries are  
optimized using the raw SQL code. 

3.1.2 BigPanDA monitoring modules

BigPanDAmon instance for any of the experiments/projects is composed of two parts: the 
core part with functionality around the common PanDA objects, and the experiment/project-
specific part which extends the common core. Schema of the BigPanDAmon site is depicted in  
Fig. 1.

The common core consists of several Modules which encapsulate functionality to present 
objects;  of  UI  elements  which  directly  represent  either  elements  of  the  monitoring  user 
interfaces,  or  provide  support  for  the  visual  part  of  the  monitoring;  and  of  the  Common 
configuration part not only with the Django application settings, but with templates, static files, 
and common user-uploaded content. 
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Figure 1. Module structure of BigPanDA monitoring package for an experiment/project.

3.1.3 BigPanDA monitoring customization

The BigPanDAmon frontend consists of a set of views which engage javascript library 
jQuery [8] and its plugins, such as DataTables [9] and Highcharts [10]. 

The core feature of design of monitoring package with clear separation of data layer and 
visualization  lies  in  the  flexibility  and  ease  of  customization  of  the  user  interfaces  of  the 
monitoring. Each experiment/project can extend the provided BigPanDAmon frontend, resulting 
in a different look-and-feel for each of the BigPanDAmon sites. 

Modularity of the BigPanDAmon core allows for experiment/project-specific extension 
of any of the parts  of the core:  from feature enhancement of the views around a particular  
Model, through introduction of a completely new Model central to the PanDA instance of that  
particular experiment, to modifications or re-organizations of the monitoring views. 

The  UI  elements,  such  as  tables,  plots,  or  APIs  can  be  generalized  to  visualize 
information about a completely new Model. The BigPanDA monitoring package can serve as a 
base framework for both PanDA and external-to-PanDA monitoring, as discussed later in case  
of the HTCondor monitoring. 
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3.1.4 BigPanDA monitoring configuration

BigPanDAmon  application  configuration  extends  the  usual  Django  application 
configuration. It separates quasi-static general project configuration, configuration of machine-
specific environment  with sensible  default  values,  and settings  to override machine-specific 
environment. The core configuration can be extended or overridden in the experiment/project-
specific configuration. 

3.2 REST APIs

BigPanDAmon  REST API  follows  API  design  recommendation  and  best  practices  of 
Apigee.com  [11].  The  frontend  views  are  supplied  with  data  from  the  RESTful  APIs.  In 
combination with X509 authentication framework common in the Grid computing world we can 
benefit from a REST API to not only list available resources, but to create new ones, modify  
them, or delete them as well. 

3.2.1 HTCondor monitoring

HTCondor  [12] monitoring  is  an  excellent  example  of  the  PanDA  monitoring 
generalization  in  the  BigPanDAmon  package.  The  evolving  PanDA-HTCondor  REST API 
supplies data to the HTCondor monitoring interface, which is one of the BigPanDAmon family 
members. 

There are several views of the HTCondor monitoring. Each of the views exposes instances 
of the HTCondor job object. The HTCondor REST API supplies data with information about the 
HTCondor jobs to those views. The views are equipped with a filter that enables a user to limit  
selection of HTCondor jobs desired to monitor.  The filter selection reflects in the URL of the 
view,  endorsing  multi-user  collaborative  environment  which  leverages  the  BigPanDAmon 
package. The HTCondor API resources are described in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. REST API resources of the HTCondor monitoring with BigPanDAmon package.
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Resource /v2/api-auth/htcondor/jobs/

HTTP verb Purpose Description

POST create Bulk create new HTCondor job.

GET read Bulk list HTCondor jobs.

PUT update Bulk update HTCondor jobs.

DELETE delete Bulk delete HTCondor jobs.

Resource /v2/api-auth/htcondor/jobs/<ID>

HTTP verb Purpose Description

POST create Error
GET read Show HTCondor job <ID>.
PUT update If exists, update HTCondor job <ID>.

If does not exist, error.
DELETE delete Delete HTCondor job <ID>.
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4. Summary

The PanDA Workload management system successfully manages up to 1.5 M grid or cloud 
jobs  per  day.  PanDA monitoring  is  an  essential  component  of  the  PanDA system.  The 
BigPanDA monitoring package constitutes a great potential and opportunity to generalize and 
evolve PanDA monitoring, and to leverage PanDA monitoring for external applications. 
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